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Pages 131, 132: Legends for figures 8 and 9 should be transposed.
Page 149: Footnote 1 should read, “This work was supported by grants from the Common-
wealth Fund, from the National Heart Institute, Public Health Service, and from the
Carolyn Rose Strauss Foundation, Inc., given to the Department of Surgery, The Johns
Hopkins Hospital.”
Page 510, line 20: The word “stimulate” should read “simulate.”
Page 512, line 38: The phrase, “345 mEq/l. (2% NaCl),” should read “345 mEq/l. (2%)
NaCl.”
Page 514: Line 10 should read “...the spontaneous contractions being observed. In ten
per cent of the tests, excitation was...”
Page 518, line 11: For “possium ion” read “potassium ion.”